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Discount Terms & Conditions

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR BUS TICKET DISCOUNT
1.

These Terms and Conditions (the “Terms and Conditions” or “T&Cs”) shall apply to those customers that
book bus tickets using Bookme.pk through HBL Mobile or Konnect Mobile Applications (the “Transaction”).
These T&Cs constitute an agreement between you (“You” or the “Customer”) and Habib Bank Limited
(“HBL”) when You perform the Transaction, whereby You unconditionally accept and agree to be bound by
these Terms and Conditions.
2. All Customers who perform the Transaction shall be eligible for a flat 50% discount on bus tickets capped
at Rs. 250 on one ticket (“Discount”).
3. The Discount shall be availed by the Customer against one ticket at a time.
4. The Customer may conduct unlimited transactions against a single account per day.
5. The Customer shall be liable to pay for all other transactions conducted by the Customer in addition to the
discounted ticket.
6. The Discount is applicable nationwide on all buses powered by Bookme.
7. The Discount shall only apply on Transactions conducted by Customers through HBL Mobile applications
and Konnect applications.
8. In the event that the booking is cancelled, penalty charges shall be payable by the Customer.
9. Customers will be intimated via SMS with respect to any changes in the T&Cs prior to the change taking
effect.
10. If the Customer is not issued an e-ticket pursuant to the successful completion of the Transaction, Customer
may lodge a complaint with Bookme customer support on their helpline. HBL shall not be responsible or
liable for the same.
11. The Customer will be redirected to call Konnect customer care/HBL Phone Banking to lodge a complaint for
reimbursement of the Transaction amount in case of no service availability by Bookme.pk.

12. In case of booking cancellations, the airline penalty charges will be applicable on the Customer.
13. By accepting these Terms and Conditions, the Customer also agree to HBL’s right as the final decisionmaking authority in all decisions regarding the processing of the Transaction.
14. Bookme and HBL may upon mutual agreement amend the T&Cs or discontinue/terminate the Discount at
any time at their discretion with prior intimation to Customer.
15. These Terms and Conditions shall be governed by the laws of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan.

